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Apple Says Sorry To iPhone & iPad Users For FaceTime 'Eavesdropping' Bug - Report
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We sincerely apologise to our customers who were affected and all who were concerned about this security issue. We
appreciate everyone's patience as we complete this process".
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 San Francisco: Apple has apologised for a flaw in FaceTime software that allowed people to eavesdrop on others,
even if they never answered a FaceTime call, the media reported. The Cupertino, California-headquartered tech giant
said a fix for the bug which will re-enable the group FaceTime feature will be available to users next week, CNBC
reported on Friday.
 
 Apple had originally said that a fix was coming this week. With iOS 12.1 and later versions, Group FaceTime is
designed to make it easy to chat with multiple people at the same time. One can start a Group FaceTime right from the
FaceTime app or from a group conversation in the Messages app.
 
 But the bug allowed people to listen in on, or even see someone, during a group FaceTime call, even if the person
receiving the call did not pick up, the CNBC report said. Apple has credited the family of a 14-year-old for reporting the
bug.
 
 "We have fixed the Group FaceTime security bug on Apple's servers and we will issue a software update to re-enable
the feature for users next week," Apple was quoted as saying in a statement.
 
 "We thank the Thompson family for reporting the bug. We sincerely apologise to our customers who were affected and
all who were concerned about this security issue. We appreciate everyone's patience as we complete this process," the
statement added.
 
 Apple said it disabled the Group FaceTime feature as soon as its engineering team became aware of the details
necessary to reproduce the bug.
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